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SOME INFORMATION IS OMITTED OR OBSCURED TO PREVENT IDENTIFICATION OF
INDIVIDUALS AND ADDRESSES FOR THE SAFETY OF THOSE INVOLVED.
PLEASE DIRECT ANY QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS TO INFO@CASTROPATROL.ORG

CCOP PATROL REPORT: SATURDAY 05/23/2015
Roving Foot Patrol (RFP) - 21:30-24:00

CCOP Patrollers have donated a total of 543 hours to the community year to date.
CASTRO CARES 10b OFFICER: No Officer showed up for this scheduled shift.
CONDITIONS:
55 degrees F windy, cold, and cloudy.
NOTABLE INCIDENTS:


21:30 HRS Start of Patrol.



21:55 HRS 400 Block Castro Street – Noise Nuisance (415): While moving
cars along from double parking and blocking the bus stop lane, a couple of guys
were getting a little loud. One MA, dark complexion, seemed very intoxicated
leaning on the light pole for support. He was wearing dark shorts, a black polo
shirt, stood about 5’5”, and was bald. The other WMA with him was wearing a

black hat, salmon colored shirt and gray shorts. We walked over to make sure
they knew each other and that there was no intention of assault as the WMA was
holding the intoxicated MA up. The confirmed that they knew each other and
were just waiting for their uber to arrive. Disposition: NCR


22:06 HRS 400 Block Castro Street – Parking Violation (587): Silver 4 door
Nissan with CA License plate of 7HTM520 pulled up and parked right in front of a
store, directly in front of a fire hydrant and partially in the crosswalk of Castro and
18th Street. The driver, MA mid 20s apparently got out to buy something in
Walgreens while MFA sat in the passenger seat waiting in the car. By the time
we noticed the man was already inside. We told the MFA, also mid 20s, wearing
a white t-shirt and smoking, that they could not just park in the red fire hydrant
zone to do some quick shopping. We took down their license and she told us to
go ahead and send a ticket, that they wouldn't get it anyway because the car is
not registered and continued to run her mouth a bit more. The man was in
Walgreens for maybe 10 minutes and when he came out he made a U-turn on a
red light, in a crosswalk, partially into the intersection, over a double yellow line..
Disposition: ADV



22:24 HRS 00 Block Hartford Street – Trespass (601): Suspicious MA sitting
on steps of a residence on Hartford possibly eating. He was wearing a red ball
cap, jeans, a gray zip up hoodie sweatshirt, and had short facial hair. As we
walked up he began to collect what little he had laid out as it looked like he was
eating something. We asked if he lived at the residence and he said no. We
quickly explained that he was not allowed to be on the steps of private property
and that he would have to move. While we were explaining he was already
complying with our request. Disposition: ADV



22:41 HRS One Jose Sarria Ct. – Trespass (601): WMA sleeping on steps to
the parking lot of the Eureka Valley Library. He had a green pants, a yellow
blanket, blue sweatshirt, sandals, and a black jacket, and log scruffy hair. We
asked him to move as he was not allowed to sleep on the property of the library
where it is posted as no trespassing. He began to get up and complied.
Disposition: ADV



22:42 HRS One Jose Sarria Ct. – Trespass (601): MA wrapped in a green
blanket lying on a black travel bag. We asked him to move per the no
trespassing signs posted but he did not comply. We left with the intention of
bringing the 10B officer back after 23:00 but there was no 10B officer that
showed up for the shift. Disposition: ADV



22:52 HRS 3900 Block 17th Street – Well Being Check (910): 2 WMA sitting
down with their skateboards. We offered assistance but our offer was declined.
Disposition: NCR



22:55 HRS Jane Warner Plaza – Trespass (601): WMA long white or blonde
hair sleeping in a purple sleeping bag wearing a black jacket, dark pants, and
brown boots. We told him he cannot sleep in the plaza and he began to get up to
move. Disposition: ADV



23:18 HRS Castro Theatre Parking Lot – Loitering (): Silver 4 door Audi there
was an AMA and an AFA sitting in their car. When advised of the no loitering
rule they assured us they were just preparing to leave their car. Disposition: ADV



23:25 HRS Walgreens Parking Lot – Loitering (): 2 HMAs sitting in a white
Cadillac license plate 7ECN973. They drove off after we advised them of the no
loitering. Disposition: ADV



23:26 HRS Walgreens Parking Lot – Loitering (): HMA loitering n his Silver 2
door Honda License plate 6TUA791. Wearing a red t-shirt, blue jeans, with short
hair and about 5'6”. He got out and left his car. Disposition: ADV



23:38 HRS Walgreens Parking Lot – Loitering (): WMA loitering n the parking
lot claimed to be writing a book on post-it notes using the light from the lamp in
the lot. Wearing a black jacket, a red, black, and yellow striped scarf, light
colored shorts, and black long socks. He was asked to move along and
eventually he moved to right in front of Badlands. Disposition: ADV



23:35 HRS 100 Block Diamond Street – Well Being Check (910): WMA
seemed a little dazed with lots of things/belongings spread on the sidewalk. He
had long brown hair, a full yet scruffy beard and mustache combo, slim build and
medium height, wearing dark blue jeans, blue and white tennis shoes, black and
white jacket, and a hat. We offered to call H.O.T. for him and he thought about
the offer for a bit before deciding against it. So we gave him a new project
Homeless Connect Card and continued our patrol. Disposition: NCR



24:00 HRS End of Patrol.

OTHER ITEMS OF NOTE:

Passing calls made to: Noe & 17th Market, KD liquor, underground Muni, The
Café, Midnight Sun, Starbucks, Walgreens Castro, The Mix, Eureka Valley Library,
MCC, Rainbow Deli & Market, Badlands, Johnson Tax Group, Bank of the West, and
Chevron.

